To do the 2019 Gumshoe, start from the Phinney Center, 6532 Phinney Ave N. Please note:
•
•
•
1
2

The route involves crossing busy streets, negotiating uneven sidewalks and climbing hills, so be careful!
All clues are visible from public thoroughfares, so please don’t trespass on private property.
After solving a clue, always resume walking in the same direction you were headed before you derived your answer—unless the
next clue directs you otherwise.
NFIB

Bridge from the Phinney Center to the steely water, then proceed past the Scandinavian’s warning device to the llc.
What’s its voice? (N 47.6769°, W 122.3542°)

Blinkweiser Beyond infinity and misspelled finery, double cross to the meter cluster. Who is the ruler of playthings?
(N 47.6759°, W 122.3546°)

3

6

Skirt the rusty bed, over SWS, to where tine tops stop. With your bottom to it, walk away from the staring fireperson’s
friend to its yellow-capped sibling. Looking back, what’s the quotient of the sum of both twin barriers’ smaller
rectangles divided by the sum of their larger ones? (N 47.6751°, W 122.3563°)

4

Quail

A ways past the musically-inclined rabbit, at the dawg-colored arsonist’s enemy, turn to head where it would be
staring if it had googly eyes. At the uninhabitable avian abodes: seagull, flamingo or quail? (N 47. 6741°,
W 122.3567°)

5

Purple

Curve, cross and pivot to shoulder past the poled ivy. Beyond the smiling feline, where numerals representing
multiples of 3 bookend a pair of 2’s, what color do you get if you combine the primaries of the penny farthing’s
wheels? (N 47.6749°, W 122.3575°)

6

1997

Basket on, past the old books’ homes, to Armor’s tiles. Cautiously cross, but short of the pupil, take the path of
steepest descent to the sign of backward spots. Turn to follow the latticework to the allegedly frolicking dog. When
was the neighborhood sign revised? (N 47.6764°, W 122.3585°)

7

23

Spin past the whirligigs and menacing garage to where more is under the vowel-less sign. Diagonal from it to follow
the shortest segment of stacked retainers to the catty artwork. If you have half the silver and white petals the artist
displays, how many do you have? (N 47.6784°, W 122.3584°)

8

Simpson

Where the tall barrier growing over the lifeless one corners, turn opposite the direction of its turn and go past the
picketed structure to the slatted one. Who makes its ties? (N 47.6795°, W 122.3588°)

9

161789

Pass under the limb-notched tree, tracking with the line of the lines through it, to the far edge of the yard toupe.
Where town is only half the story, what’s the tiny box number? (N 47.6795°, W 122.3602°)

10

Sears

At the next intersection, first cross to the green water source, then very carefully repeat the maneuver to follow the
planted brick to the corner house’s mailbox. Who made the gate? (N 47.6798°, W 122.3614°)

11

Artist

When you reach the intersection beyond Tarter’s container, counterclockwise from noon to three hours earlier to
follow the twin feeder trees’ line to the elevated rim. What does a stand for? (N 47.6807°, W 122.3623°)

12

General

Immediately past the first 5, go the way v is to the same number on its backside until you come to the flagged black
repository. What is the military rank of its approver? (N 47.6798°, W 122.3626°)

13

Houses

14

Olive

Where banned Ps closely flank the aligned crossroad, transverse to just short of the second P, then transverse again
to the lounge. To what fruit does its name pay homage? (N 47.6795°, W 122.3646°)

15

vivint

Continue, without retracing steps, in the same direction as your last transversal, past the signs of local watering holes
and oversized golf balls, to the pink pair. Who protects their home? (N 47.6782°, W 122.3646°)

16

Blue

At the next isle, cross and turn to follow the closest verdant treeline to the corner opposite the queen. Pause, then
resume locomotion in the direction her name is to the place. When you get to the sheltered reading material, look
around. What color was combined with that of the wreath to get that of its door? (N 47.6767°, W 122.3655°)

17

Laundry

Beyond the dogged sentinel, where crossing options present themselves, opt out. Instead, take the rodent’s route to
Neil Armstrong’s territory. What gets done here? (N 47.6761°, W 122.3647°)

18

Turtle

After passing under one letter short of a Marx brother, corner with the stone facade past both butts to the plated bed.
What kind of shell? (N 47.6764°, W 122.3636°)

19

Frog

Wheel well past the bath and ducked gutter to the island-stranded trees, then continue on the same course, past the
roostered porch to the bird-topped vessel. What dances above it? (N 47.6790°, W 122.3636°)

20

2017

When you intersect your previous path, backtrack along it, past 13’s rowed diamonds to the corner where you saw its
stacked ones. Diagonal to traject past the columnar growth to the cornered pole. When did Osmose last inspect?
(N 47.6795°, W 122.3616°)

21

Near the stacked yellow diamonds, without leaving the sidewalk, redirect your forward motion to follow a path that
avoids closer proximity to them and takes you to the rowed blue ones. Yellow feeders, houses or baths?
(N 47.6796°, W 122.3631°)

Follow the nearest wall in the direction you’ve not been, past the piggybacking amphibians all the way to the rimless
backboard. Draw the red-backed symbol. (N 47.6779°, W 122.3616°)

22

1/2

At 401, change direction to take the alternative gravity-assisted path to where you can change direction again.
Position yourself under power to descend with its lines to the fake palm (not news) waving from across the way. In
increments of a dozen, how many birds roost below the deck railing? (N 47.6766°, W 122.3626°)

23

1928

When the tatted flapper beckons, follow the nearest stripes across and crow your way to the head cup. Since when
was Ballard served? (N 47.6759°, W 122.3622°)

24

Awesome Climb to the sign of every direction, then get yourself to the stringed corner. Ascend the steepest grade to the
glassed object with the potential to come unhinged. According to the welcoming sign behind it, what word describes
the occupants? (N 47.6761°, W 122.3602°)

25

Equinox

26

Feline

Turn to the banded concrete and take the huffing and puffing way to the sign containing Italian love. Forty-five
across, continue your band-to-love direction to the school bus and look for the ridgecycles. Behind the driven one’s
operator: porcine, canine or feline? (N 47.6778°, W 122.3579°)

27

Cat

Corner with the next picket line and keep going. Where tiled butterflies lie, cross to the one-eyed dog bathroom by
the arbor and resume your previous direction of travel. Within spitting distance of Brinks, what keeps vigil over the
community? (N 47.6792°, W 122.3574°)

28

I toast

Navigate the upheavals to the corner, then navigate more. At the bell houser, anagram what the institute studies to
create a personalized declarative sentence regarding browned bread. (N 47.6795°, W 122.3562°)

29

$6

30

Film

Yer dun!

Beyond signs of tenant privilege, where the bulwark dwindles to nothing, turn to tunnel through the foliage, leaving 6s
in your wake. Past the boardwalk and proximate to the marbled bench, what spring thing do the yarned limbs
celebrate? (N 47.6777°, W 122.3596°)

Pass 30s until the bone is in sight across the way, then turn past the 5s and follow the frisbeesque fixtures all the way
to the streetside menu. What’s the cost at 11:30 on a Saturday night of the house cocktail you’d most expect to find
here? (N 47.6781°, W 122.3555°)
Take the lighted way to and through the towered park, and down its paver path. Find Miller. What medium does his
camera use? (N 47.6774°, W 122.3537°)

